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Introduction
The production of b quarks in e q e y annihilation at the Z mass receives contributions from two sources, namely the annihilation itself and the split- . Ž . bb rs e e ™ hadrons has been measured with w x very high precision 1,2 , the secondary production w x of b quarks is comparatively poorly known 3 . Though being interesting in its own, it is usually considered as a source of background for the study 
The DELPHI Detector
The DELPHI detector and its performance have w x been described in detail in Ref. 6 . Here only the Ž . w x Vertex Detector VD 5 , the most relevant detector used in this analysis, will be described.
The VD is the innermost detector in DELPHI. It is located between the LEP beam pipe and the Inner Detector. In 1994 the original DELPHI Vertex Dew x tector 7 was upgraded to provide a three-dimenw x sional readout 5 . It consists of three concentric layers of silicon microstrip detectors at radii of 6.3, 9 and 11 cm from the beam line, called the closer, inner and outer layer respectively. The microstrip detectors of the closer and outer layers provide hits in the RF and the Rz-plane 3 , while for the inner layer only the RF coordinate is measured. For polar angles of 448 F u F 1368 a track crosses all the three silicon layers of the VD. The closer layer covers the ( )polar region between 258 and 1558. The measured intrinsic precision is about 8 mm for the RF measurement while for z it depends on the polar angle of the incident track, and goes from about 10 mm for tracks perpendicular to the modules to 20 mm for tracks with a polar angle of 258. For charged particle tracks with hits in all three RF VD layers, the
Analysis and results

The identification of b jets
The b-tagging method used in this analysis is w x described in detail in Ref. 1 . It acts on clusters of Ž . particles jets , obtained in this analysis with the w x DURHAM 8 algorithm, combining four different variables defined for each jet. The first variable P q , J w x originally proposed by ALEPH 9 and further develw x oped by DELPHI 1,10 , represents the probability that, in a given jet, all the tracks with positive impact parameter originate from the primary vertex. The track impact parameters are computed separately in the RF plane and along the z direction. The sign of the impact parameter is defined with respect to the jet direction. It is positive if the point of closest approach of the track to the jet axis is downstream of the primary vertex along the jet direction, and negative if it is upstream. In this way the same sign is assigned to the RF and z impact parameters. Additional selection variables are defined only for the jets where a secondary vertex is reconstructed. They are: the effective mass, the rapidity with respect to the jet direction and the energy of the charged particles included in the secondary vertex. Reconstructed secondary vertices are accepted if Lrs G 4 where L is L the distance from the primary vertex and s is its L uncertainty, which happens in about 55% of the jets with b-quarks. Whenever a secondary vertex is reconstructed, the jet direction is recomputed as the direction from the primary vertex to the secondary 4 The impact parameter is defined as the distance of closest approach of a charged particle to the reconstructed primary vertex.
vertex and the sign of the impact parameter is redefined accordingly.
For a given selection variable, x, the ratio of the B Ž . probability density function for background f x S Ž . and for signal events f x is defined to be y s B Ž . S Ž . f x rf x . In the case of several independent variables the corresponding definition is:
The jet is tagged as containing a b quark if the discriminating variable h s ylog y ) h ; the 10 0 choice of h defines the efficiency and purity of the 0 sample.
EÕent selection
The criteria to identify hadronic Z decays are the following. Charged particles were accepted if: Ø their track length was larger than 30 cm; Ø their impact parameter was less than 4 cm in the RF plane and less than 10 cm in z; Ø their momentum was larger than 400 MeVrc; Ø the relative error s rp was less than 1, where p p is the momentum. Since the VD dominates the impact parameter resolution, only tracks with VD information were used for the b-tagging. In particular, both for the probability computation and the secondary vertex reconstruction, the RF information of the tracks was used only if they had at least one RF VD hit while for the Rz information at least one Rz hit and two RF hits in the VD were required. Neutral particles were accepted if their energy deposition was larger than 700 MeV in the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter or 400 MeV in the forward calorimeter. Neutral particles were used in the reconstruction of the jet direction; their selection was therefore optimised for this purpose.
Hadronic Z decays were selected by requiring: Ø at least six charged particles; Ø the summed energy of the charged particles to be larger than 12% of the centre-of-mass energy.
Only events collected while the Vertex Detector and the Time Projection Chamber were fully operational were accepted. With these requirements, about 1400 000 and 600 000 Z events were selected in the 1994 and 1995 data samples respectively, with an efficiency above 97%. The contamination due to t q t y and gg events was estimated to be below 0.6%. The corresponding contribution was subtracted from the measured data.
Simulated events were generated using the JET-Ž . 5.0 = 10 hadronic Z decays, 3.0 = 10 Z ™ bb 4 5 events and 2 = 10 Z ™ bbbb events were used . 4 An additional sample of 10 bbbb events was produced with the JETSET Matrix Element Monte Carlo w x generator 12 and used to test the model dependence of the result.
Simulated events were reweighted according to the latest LEP Heavy Flavour Working Group recw x ommendations 13 . In particular, the rate of gluon splitting to c quarks, g , was set to 2.33%. 
Selection of bbbb eÕents and results
The selection is based on the identification of 3 b-originated jets in the event.
Events can be grouped in four categories: Ž . Ø Signal events 4B events ; Ø Events with primary b production and gluon split-Ž . ting to cc C events ; Ø Events with primary b production but no gluon Ž . splitting to heavy quarks 2B events ; Ø All other events, i.e. without primary b produc-Ž . tion Q events . The efficiencies of selecting these classes of events after all cuts are indicated with e ,e ,e ,e respec4b c 2 b q tively.
First, events in the very forward region were discarded by means of a cut on the thrust direction, < < cosu -0.9.
T
Reconstructed tracks were clustered into 3 jets in each event using the DURHAM algorithm. Genuine two-jet-like events were rejected with a cut on the variable y 6 . Fixing the number of jets to three min has the result, for events with higher jet multiplicity, of joining the nearest jets, which in most cases are those produced by the gluon splitting process. This increases the efficiency of the b-tagging selection w x which grows with the number of tracks used 1 . Fig. 1 shows the distributions of y for data and min simulated events. Events with y -0.06 were remin jected, thus removing as many as possible of the events which contained no gluon splitting, while 6 The variable y is defined as the DURHAM distance min between the two nearest jets in the event. After this selection, jets were sorted using the Ž Ž .. b-tagging variable h cf. Eq. 1 , jet 1 being the one with the highest probability to contain tracks from b decay. This allows a separate choice of the three cut values. Fig. 2 shows the distributions of h for the three ordered jets for data and simulation.
The values for the three h cuts were chosen in order to minimise the final relative error on R and 4b were 0.9, 0.2, and y0.1 for the three ordered jets For the efficiencies of tagging b-jets which correw x spond to our cuts, the analysis of R 1 found a 3% b discrepancy between data and simulation. This discrepancy can be explained by the uncertainties in the description of b-hadrons production and decay and it was found to be stable within 1% as a function of the jet momentum. The background efficiencies e and c e were therefore corrected by a factor 1.06 " 0.02 2 b and the signal efficiency e by a factor 1.09 " 0.05. 4b In case of signal events the uncertainty follows from the conservative assumption that, for the jet containing the two b-hadrons, the error on the rescaling factor is equal to the full size of the correction itself. The uncertainties on these coefficients were used to Table 1 .
The rate of bbbb events can then be extracted from the relation f y e y R g e y e q e y e Ž . 
Systematic uncertainties
The following contributions were considered: Data-Monte Carlo discrepancy in the y cut. ) tion that the gluon splitting process to b and c quarks is correctly described by the JETSET PS Monte Carlo generator. A systematic uncertainty was therefore estimated assigning the discrepancy to both signal and background. This gave a contribution of "0.25 = 10 y4 to the systematic error. B-tagging. As described in Section 3.3, the signal efficiency e was rescaled by 1.09 " 0.05 and the 4b background efficiencies e and e by 1.06 " 0.02. A systematic uncertainty on the b-tagging efficiency was estimated varying these factors by their error. This gave a contribution of "0.36 = 10 y4 to the final error.
Charm quark mistagging probability. The limited knowledge of charm decays affects the value of the efficiency e . A systematic uncertainty was estimated c varying the efficiency for tagging a jet containing a D meson by "10%. The corresponding contribution to the systematic error is "0.45 = 10 y4 . g , K 0 and L production rates. Jets with non-reconstructed g , K 0 and L can be wrongly identified as b-jets. The production rates of these particles were varied in the simulation by "50%, "10% and "15% respectively, i.e. by the amount of the difference of reconstruction efficiency in data and simulation. This led to a contribution of "0.06 = 10 y4 to the systematic error.
Value of g and R . Varying R and g in Eq. 
Ž .
3 by their error results in contributions to the systematic error of "0.055 = 10 y4 and "1.05 = 10 y4 respectively. Model dependence. To test the dependence of the result on the model used to simulate signal events, the same selection was repeated on a dedicated sample of 10 4 signal events generated with JETSET w x
M E
Matrix Element 12 . The resulting efficiency is e 4b Ž . s 3.34 " 0.18 %. The statistical uncertainty on the difference between the two efficiencies was conservatively taken as the systematic error, resulting in DR s "0.40 = 10 y4 .
4b
The effect of a different fragmentation model on the three-jet rate in the simulation was tested using w x the HERWIG 16 event generator. The ratio of the three-jet rates of hadrons and partons at generator level was studied as a function of the y cut for min HERWIG 5.9 and JETSET 7.4. The maximum discrepancy found between the two generators was "2%. Monte Carlo statistics. The limited Monte Carlo statistics gave a contribution of "0.61 = 10 y4 to the systematic error.
The total systematic error amounts to "1.4 = 10 y4 . All systematic errors considered are summarised in Table 2 .
The extraction of g bb
The gluon splitting probability g is the fraction bb of hadronic Z decays with a gluon coupled to a bb pair:
where the numerator is calculated summing on all Ž . flavours q s u,d,s,c,b . This relation can be re-expressed in term of the measured rate of bbbb events:
. dence is suppressed in the ratio of the two branching ratios. For the extraction of g , R was computed bb th w x using the WPHACT program 18 which properly accounts for the interference term between primary and secondary heavy quark production which are not separated in this analysis. The signal efficiency as a function of the minimum invariant mass between bb pair is shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the analysis is fully sensitive down to the cutoff value set in the simulation. ( )The dependence of R on the cut on the minith mum invariant mass of non bb pair was checked 2 extending the integration down to 1 GeVrc forpairs and to 5.2 GeVrc 2 for qb pairs. The corresponding relative changes in R were found to be th less than 1%.
Conclusions
The rate of events with four b quarks in the final state was measured. Events were selected by clustering tracks into three jets and each one was required to pass the b-tagging selection. Two-jet like events were discarded using a cut on the y variable. This value is in agreement with previous measurew x ments of DELPHI and ALEPH 3 . Both of them used a method different from the one described in this paper. They considered the process Z ™g, g Ž . ™ bb q s u,d,s,c,b . Events were selected reconstructing four jets and applying the b-tagging on the two jets which were more likely to come from the gluon splitting process. Additional cuts were applied in order to suppress the background of Z ™ bb g, g Ž . ™s u,d,s,c . This approach was therefore based on the separation of primary and secondary b production, relying on the Monte Carlo model. Moreover in their analysis, the selection of four-jet events implicitly constrained the available phase space.
The approach used in the present analysis, based on the selection of four-b events, results in a smaller statistics, but the dependence on the Monte Carlo model is reduced, because there is no need to distinguish primary and secondary b quark production. In addition, the use of a three-jet topology opens the measurement to all the available phase space, in particular to the region of low values of invariant mass of the bb pairs.
